To distinguish between the different theories proposed to explain massive star formation, it is crucial to establish the distribution, the extinction, and the density of low-mass stars in massive starforming regions. We analyzed deep X-ray observations of the Orion massive star-forming region using the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP) catalog. We found that pre-main sequence (PMS) low-mass stars cluster toward the three massive star-forming regions: the Trapezium Cluster (TC), the Orion Hot Core (OHC), and OMC1-S. We derived low-mass stellar densities of 10 5 stars pc −3 in the TC and OMC1-S, and of 10 6 stars pc −3 in the OHC. The close association between the low-mass star clusters with massive star cradles supports the role of these clusters in the formation of massive stars. The X-ray observations show for the first time in the TC that low-mass stars with intermediate extinction are clustered toward the position of the most massive star, which is surrounded by a ring of non-extincted low-mass stars. Our analysis suggests that at least two basic ingredients are needed in massive star formation: the presence of dense gas and a cluster of low-mass stars. The scenario that better explains our findings assumes high fragmentation in the parental core, accretion at subcore scales that forms a low-mass stellar cluster, and subsequent competitive accretion.
Introduction
The formation of massive stars (M>8M ) is still not fully understood. Two competing theories have been proposed : i) monolithic gravitational collapse and core accretion (McKee & Tan 2003) ; and iii) competitive accretion of low-and intermediate-mass stars in the cluster potential well (Bonnell & Bate 2006) . While the classic theory of monolithic core accretion predicts the formation of mainly massive companions, competitive accretion models require a dense population of low-mass stars that form a cluster. Therefore, to distinguish between them it is crucial to establish the distribution and density of low-mass stars in massive star cradles. In this work we study the morphology and clustering of PMS low-mass stars in Orion, the nearest (d∼414 pc) region of highmass star formation, using the X-ray source catalog provided by the Chandra Orion Ultradeep Project (COUP; Getman et al. 2005 ).
Results
We analyzed the distribution of PMS low-mass stars with X-ray emission in Orion observed by Chandra as a function of extinction, with two different methods: a spatial gridding and a closeneighbors method, with cells of ∼0.03×0.03 pc 2 , the typical size of protostellar cores. Our results Rivilla et al. 2013) show that PMS low-mass stars cluster toward the three regions related to massive stars: the Trapezium Cluster (TC), the Orion Hot Core (OHC), and the OMC1-S region. We derived PMS low-mass stellar densities of 10 5 stars pc −3 in the TC and OMC1-S, and 10 6 stars pc −3 in the OHC. The morphology of the whole low-mass stellar cluster (see Fig. 1 from Rivilla et al. 2013 ) is very similar to the results of the competitive accretion simulations by Bonnell et al. (2004) The X-ray observations show in the TC that low-mass stars with intermediate extinction are clustered toward the position of the most massive star θ 1 Ori C, which is surrounded by a ring of non-extincted PMS low-mass stars (Fig. 1) . This 'envelope-core' structure, also supported from infrared and optical observations (Rivilla et al. 2013) , is a natural outcome of the competitive accretion process. The non-extincted stars in the envelope of the TC could have lost the battle of competitive accretion -keeping their low-mass -against the four Trapezium stars in the core, which would have grown until they reached their current high masses. The non-extincted PMS stars in the envelope of the TC are therefore devoid of gas while those in the core are still partially embedded in gas and dust.
Discussion
We propose several scenarios for massive star formation in which the theories based on accretion (core accretion and competitive accretion) play different roles and the parental core presents different levels of fragmentation (see the sketch presented in Fig. 7 from Rivilla et al. 2013 ): i) low fragmentation and monolithic core accretion; ii) intermediate fragmentation and subcore accretion; iii) high fragmentation, subcore accretion and subsequent competitive accretion.
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The first scenario, based on the classic core accretion theory (core-to-star), does not explain the formation of a significant population of low-mass stars within the cores, contradicting the results from the Chandra observations. The second scenario is also not fully appropriate to explain our results. In this scenario fragmentation does not always produce more massive subcores at the center of the parental core. Therefore, we would not expect the trend for massive stars to form at the center of the cluster observed in the TC (Allison et al. 2009 ). Moreover, the presence of a significant low-mass stellar population revealed by X-rays in the massive star cradles suggests that the level of fragmentation of the initial core is high.
This lead us to a third scenario, with higher fragmentation forming a low-mass stellar cluster via subcore accretion. These stellar seeds can gather enough mass by subsequent competitive accretion, forming more massive stars at the cluster center, as observed in the TC . This process would also explain the structure of extincted core and non-extincted envelope found in the TC.
Conclusions
We found that PMS low-mass stars cluster toward the three massive star-forming regions in Orion: the Trapezium Cluster (TC), the Orion Hot Core (OHC), and the OMC1-S region. The close association between the highly-dense low-mass star clusters with massive star cradles supports the role of these clusters in the formation of massive stars. The X-ray observations show that PMS low-mass stars with intermediate extinction in the TC are clustered toward the position of the most massive star θ 1 Ori C, which is surrounded by an envelope of non-extincted low-mass stars. Our analysis suggests that not only dense gas is needed to form massive objects, but also a cluster of low-mass stars. The scenario that better explains our findings implies: i) high fragmentation in the parental core; ii) accretion at subcore scales forming a low-mass stellar cluster; and iii) subsequent competitive accretion that form massive stars at the cluster center.
